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 National Honor Society 
 by Stephie Charleriste 

 
 
National Honor Society is a prestigious award that ties together the top 
students from schools across the nation. The ceremony for this year’s 
inductees winners was held on Thursday, May 3rd. 
  
“The National Honor Society has specific requirements that have to be met. 
First a student must meet the GPA requirement. Then, the faculty gives 
their input if the students meet the other four categories. Students have to 
meet all criteria,” said Mrs. Kelly. Only the top students receive this honor. 
The criteria you must meet in order to get in is: academic (need a minimum 
GPA of 3.1), character, leadership, citizenship, and service. 
  
This year’s inductees are: 
 
National Elementary 
Honor Society 
Kylah Curah 
Deazah Fernandez 
 
National Junior 
Honor Society 
Trien Hoang 

  
National Honor Society 
Stephie Charleriste 
Keone Dixon 
Abigail Gassant 
Kevin Halpern 
Fredricka Laguerre 
Dasheny Monestime 
 
Congratulations to all! If you didn’t make the list, you should aspire to do 
your best for the next school year and become a member! 

SCHOOL CALENDAR 
MAY 2018 
Thurs 5/17 - Tues 5/22 
Senior Final Exam Reviews 
Wed 5/23 - Fri 5/25  Senior Final Exams 

Wed 5/23 - Tues 5/29 
Grades K-6 Final Exam Reviews 

Fri 5/25       Last Day for Seniors 
Mon 5/28    No School – Memorial Day 

Tues 5/29 - Thurs 5/31 
Grades 7-12 Final Exam Reviews 
Wed 5/30 - Thurs 5/31 K-6 Final Exams 

 

JUNE 2018 
Fri 6/1 
Grades K-6 Final Exams 
Grades 7-12 Final Exam Reviews 

Mon 6/4 
Grades K-6, 2PM Dismissal, 
No Aftercare 

Grades 7-11, Final Exam, 2PM 
Dismissal, No Aftercare 

Tues 6/5 – Wed 6/6 
Grades K-11, 12PM Dismissal, 
No Aftercare                                           

Grades 7-11 FINAL EXAMS, 12PM 
Dismissal, No Aftercare 

Wed 6/6 
Last day school K -11, End 2nd Semester 
Fri 6/8 
Pre K/Kindergarten/Graduation 
Tues 6/12 
Grades 6, 8 & 12 Graduation 

 
NEWSLETTER STAFF 
Faculty Advisor 
Ms. Samantha Adams 
Reporters 
Bryce Beckham 
Ranaya Binns 
Stephie Charleriste 
Keone Dixon 
Trent Furton - Scully 
Abigail Gassant 
Kevin Halpern 
Marc Halpern 
Trien Hoang 
Isaiah King 
Dasheny Monestime 
Giana Ramos 
Aniyah Smith 
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Student Novels 
By Kevin Halpern 
 
Ms. Adams’ English classes have been 
working on poetry and novels since   
Midterms. The following is a breakdown of 
which novels each class is studying: 

  
Life Skills English read The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe by 
C.S. Lewis. It’s a story about a girl who finds a magic wardrobe. It 
leads her to a land called Narnia. She and her siblings try to save 
it from the White Witch, who makes it winter every day. 
  
Enrichment English read The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger. 
It is a hallmark coming-of-age novel and previously banned book, 
about a 16-year-old boy named Holden Caulfield. We get a view of 
his mind as he wanders around New York, before he gets home to 
tell his parents he’s been expelled from school. He thinks 
everyone is a phony. Now, this class is reading (more like acting 
out) Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. 
  
Middle School B English read Tangerine by Edward Bloor. Paul 
Fisher and his brother move to Tangerine, Florida. However, 
mysterious things happen in this town, such as a fire burning 
underground for years. He joins the soccer team, and with help 
from some of his teammates, he uncovers secrets about both his 
past and Tangerine. This group just delved into their next text, 
Lord of the Flies by William Golding. 
  
General High School English read I Know Why the Caged Bird 
Sings by Maya Angelou. It’s a nonfiction story about Maya’s life. 
Her mother sends her to a southern town to live with her 
grandmother as she faces abandonment, segregation, and abuse. 
The class is currently reading George Orwell’s dystopian novella, 
Animal Farm. 
  
Basic High School English read Angela’s Ashes by Frank 
McCourt. It is a memoir about his poor Irish family, who goes back 
and forth from Ireland to the United States. Angela is his mother 
and the story is about their losses. This group started reading their 
next work, The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros. 
  
Middle School - A read Flowers for Algernon by Daniel Keyes. This 
story is about a man named Charlie Gordon, who has a very low 
I.Q. He was selected to be part of an experiment that boosts his 
intelligence. Algernon is a mouse, who also goes through the 
same surgery. They both progress and fail together. This class is 
now fully involved in reading a classic favorite, The Outsiders by 
S.E. Hinton. 

New & Improved 

Wi-Fi 
By Bryce Beckham 

 
FLP’s new Wi-Fi is extravagant. 
The new 1G speed is faster than 
ever before. This speed demon is 
called the Arcter C8. It is connected 
to ten different points in the building 
and one outside. The reason the 
school got a new router is to 
improve and encourage more 
technology-based learning. The 
school also added extra Wi-Fi APs 
at the end of both hallways to 
provide extra bandwidth for high 
school students and the AP room. 
This router includes two smart 
switches, which run the whole 
connection. It also includes a Cat 6 
Patch Panel, which is a port for 
LAN/data cables. There are also 
seven additional Wi-Fi APs located 
in each classroom and on the patio. 
This router is 5-7 times faster than 
the old router! TED talks, podcasts, 
FLP STEM and other online 
websites can be streamed without 
any delay. The new router is an 
exciting improvement at FLP! 
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Get Funky!  By Aniyah Smith 
 
This year, all grades from Pre K through 12th had a dance battle. Lower school and upper school were 
divided, and they competed against each other. The grade that won from each school level got to have a field 
trip or ice cream party. 
  
For the lower school, Ms. Bellamy and Ms. Paulette’s Pre-school kids and kindergarteners got their hands on 
their knees and went down on the Cha-cha slide. Mr. Young and Ms. Ilyne’s class traveled to the future with 
the Robot. Mr. Peddell and Ms. Sheppard’s class got serious and Vogued their way to victory! Mrs. Bradley 
and Mrs. Fey were bouncing off the walls with their Jitterbug. 
  
For the upper school, Mr. Davis and Ms. Andres’ 7th graders twisted and Tootsie rolled on the dance floor. Ms. 
Adams gathered up her 8th grade scholars and danced to the YMCA. Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Stromfeld got 
electric with their 9th graders, doing the slide. Coach Zombie walked his 10th graders to victory in Thriller. Mr. 
Molloy and Ms. Kay did the Bump with the 11th graders. Mrs. Dykens did the Twist with Justin and her other 
12th graders. 
 
The lower school team that won was Mr. Peddell’s Vogue 3rd and 4th graders. They got an ice cream party 
and a movie. For the upper school, Coach’s 10th graders won a day at the bowling alley. Congrats to all 
students who participated! 
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The Road to the Science Fair  By Trien Hoang 
 
Almost every school in the U.S. requires their students to complete a Science Fair project each school year, 
including FLPS. These projects give students the chance to highlight and showcase how well they pay attention in 
science class. They also promote creativity, handiness, and brilliance in various fields of science. On March 7th, 
the science fair officially began as a grand end to the series of projects lasting from marking periods 3 to 5. 
  
Two weeks were given to each student to make progress procedurally as the science teacher, Mrs. Dykens, 
guided them. Tri-fold boards and decorations were also generously provided for by the school; not to include the 
extended deadlines given to those whose experiments weren’t so fruitful. Each student must complete every piece 
of information whether they related to physics, biology, etc. The projects were graded based on a rubric and efforts 
the students showed on their boards. After all projects were turned in, they were graded, and the official science 
fair showing started on April 19th. 
  
At the science fair, parents were excited to have a closer look at their child’s hard work. Trent Furton-Scully won 1st 
place, Sean Epps won 2nd place, and Bryce Beckham won 3rd place. Congratulations! Honorable mention was 
given to Quincy Harrigin, Brandon Small, and Dasheny Monestime. To those who didn’t do so well, you still have 
your chance next year! 

50 Years Later: Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.  by Ranaya Binns 
 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is one of the most memorable people from the 
Civil Rights Movement. Fifty years ago, he was assassinated on the 
balcony of the Lorraine Motel in Memphis. He was in Memphis for the 
sanitation strike. The day he died was the day many people’s hope died for 
racial harmony. Though, they had nothing to fear, because other young 
activists whom Martin influenced came out and continued to fight for 
equality, harmony, and peace. On April 6, 2018 many gathered to pay their 
respects to Dr. King. Many also question how things have changed since 
his death. Yes, things have changed, but we are not exactly living the 
“Dream” Dr. King had for the country. There is still pay inequality and 
cultural stigmas that inhibit our youth. You can see where still, America is 
not truly equal yet. There are many people speaking out with the 50th 
anniversary of Dr. King’s death, inspiring hope that one day the “Dream” will 
happen. 
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The Stanford Basics By Keone Dixon 
 
As you all are surely aware of, the infamous Stanfords have come and gone 
(specifically, the week of April 9th). While most students have likely already taken 
a part in FLP’s standardized testing (which involved three periods of testing each 
day for a week), many might want some background on this test and why it is so 
important. If you were or are one of the latter, then this is the article for you! 

  
The SAT (Stanford Achievement Test) series is a set of standardized tests that are used to officially gauge the 
knowledge and aptitude of students in the K-11 grade educational range. Seniors did not have to take the exam, 
and were instead utilized for community service and as scribes. The test itself is broken up into several subjects, 
with the material of each section of course being dependent on grade level. The latest version of the test is 
currently its tenth iteration, and the test was first published in 1922. The results of the test are not only used to 
observe individual student performances, but also as data for educational research. It’s also used as a 
determinant for your placement in future classes--so depending on how you did, you may be attending different 
classes than what you normally would next year! 

New FLPS STEM Website By Dasheny Monestime 
   
FLP has a new school website for STEM learning for all students to use. Who might ask what does STEM stand 
for? STEM is an acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering and Math. 
  
The new website is designed to encourage students’ careers in those related fields. It consists of a series of 
videos that guide and inform students in the paths of the careers that they might want to pursue. FLPS is always 
finding new ways to expand the minds of the students so they can thrive in life! 
  
The Department of Education now offers numerous STEM-based programs, including research programs with a 
STEM emphasis, STEM grant selection programs, and general programs that support STEM education. STEM 
education can change the lives of all students! 

Food for Thought By Isaiah King 
  
It's amazing how fast this year has gone.  With April now gone, the weather is perfect and it's time to reflect on 
our school year. Although the beginning was rough, we once again made it through another year. As we say 
goodbye to the 2017-2018 school year, here are some questions to think about: 
  
-- How will you spend the rest of your school year? 
-- How can you work harder to end this year with good grades? 
-- What fun activities can you do this summer? 
-- How can you improve for next school year? 
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Anatomy of the Fool 
By Keone Dixon 
 
April Fools’ Day (or All Fools’ Day in some circles) has come and gone for this year, with potentially chaotic 
results in the way of Easter egg hunts. However, it will certainly return in all of its mischievous glory the next year 
and the year after. Though, one has to wonder: Why? What circumstances came to realize this annual comedy? 
No, this isn’t an elaborate (and rather late) April Fools’ joke. Let’s take a look back in time to truly examine what 
made this day so foolish. 
  
Funnily enough, no-one can truly pinpoint the exact day that April Fools’ Day began as a tradition. However, a 
popular theory dates back to 1582, the year France first adopted the Gregorian calendar we use today. Before 
the change, New Year’s Day fell on March 25th instead of being the winter celebration of hype (and imminent 
regret) we’re all familiar with. Despite the change, some people continued to celebrate the New Year at what was 
then the beginning of April. Of course, these people were fairly aptly dubbed “fools” by those who knew better. 
Starting at the beginning of the 18th century, England started to popularize the day as the prank-fest it’s known 
as now, and the practical jokes have been escalating ever since! 

The Colorful Trip to the N.S.U. Art Museum 
By Trien Hoang 
  
In school, teachers conduct lectures to help the students attain knowledge and prepare them for the real world, 
so to speak. It is challenging for students to make sense of how to apply lessons from textbooks and 
assignments in real-life scenarios. To help them with experiencing their lessons in real life, teachers take 
students on field trips. A recent field trip hosted was the upper school’s trip to the N.S.U Art Museum. 

    
Located in Fort Lauderdale, this 32 year-old building is best known for its 
display of contemporary artworks of the 20th century and emphasis on the 
cultures of South America and the Caribbean. Students from Mrs. 
Stromfeld’s art classes were given the wonderful opportunity to dig deeper 
into the ideas behind their lessons. The students were guided on the trip to 
observe the many retrospective masterpieces of the artist Frank Stella in 
chronological order. The artworks were made with odd shapes from either 
paper or plastic. The exhibition was extra special, as the students in art had 
done an art project in Stella’s style at the beginning of the school year!  

 
Some remarks left by the students on the trip were: 
  
“I liked the one that looks like a racetrack...loophole of life.” 
- Myles Nelson 
 
“I like the form and shapes that were inspired by music...smooth and flowing lines...a vibe of controlled chaos.” 
- Keone Dixon 
  
This trip was a huge success and left students anticipating more for the next school year! 
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March Madness 
By Kevin Halpern 
  
March Madness refers to the NCAA Men’s 
Division 1 Basketball Tournament. March 
11th was Selection day. 68 teams were 
placed into brackets and the tournament 
began. Virginia was the number 1 seed in 
this year’s tournament. However, only 64 
teams can make it to the first round of the 
tournament. The last four “at-large” teams 
and seeds 65 through 68 compete in the 
first four games to earn the right to play in 
the first round. Winners include the 
Radford Highlanders, Bonaventure 
Bonnies, Texas Southern Tigers, and 
Syracuse Orange. 
            
The first round began with a bang! The 
University of Maryland-Baltimore County 
became the first No.16 seed to defeat the 
No.1 seed. They defeated Virginia 74-75. 
Then, 32 teams competed in the second 
round. On March 18, the Texas A&M 
Aggies defeated the defending champions, 
the North Carolina Tar Heels, 86-65. The 
tournament went on to the Sweet 16 and 
then to the Elite 8. On March 31st, the 
Final Four played each other. The 
Michigan Wolverines defeated the Loyola 
Ramblers and the Villanova Wildcats 
defeated the Kansas Jayhawks. Both 
t e a m s m a d e i t t o t h e n a t i o n a l 
championship game. 
            
The national championship game was won 
by the Villanova Wildcats. They beat the 
Wolverines 79-62. They won the game by 
double digits. Three other teams since 
1985 have done this. Villanova’s Donte 
DiVincenzo made 10 of 15 shots, had 5 
rebounds, and 3 assists. He also made 6 
out of 10 free throw shots. This is 
Villanova’s second championship in three 
years. This team could be the next 
dynasty… 

Field Day 2018 
By Marc Halpern 
  
Field Day is on Wednesday, May 16 and the 
competition is getting bigger and bigger for this fun filled 
event. Two teams (Red and Blue) are compose of 
about 90 kids on each side.  
 
The Blue team took home the trophy earlier in the year 
and the Red team is ready to strike back! 
  
The events that will take place on Field Day include 
Potato Sack Relay, Flag Football, Nukem, Quick 
Change Relay, Spoon Zoom, and more. Upper school 
(7-12), lower school (3-6), and the little kids (K-2) will 
compete to add points to their respective teams. The 
captains and teachers will cheer for their teams during 
competition. After the Field Day events, students will be 
given pizza for lunch by the school and invited to watch 
a movie to unwind. The winning team with the highest 
points usually gets a pizza party with a dress down day. 
  
Get ready for a fun filled day! 

Hidden Figures 
By Bryce Beckham 
 
“Hidden Figures” is an iconic movie about three African-
American women who shaped history while working at 
NASA. Our school had an assembly to watch this movie 
for both Black History Month and Women’s History 
Month. Students were given a study guide to complete 
about the movie while they watched. The movie takes 
place in 1961, which was a very hard time for women 
and African-Americans. There was still much 
segregation and oppression of women. This movie was 
super inspirational and just a great movie, so I 
personally recommend it. Some students who saw it for 
the first time said it was “amazing” and that they were 
“so glad we took the time to watch this movie in school 
and study it from a historical perspective.” 
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FLPS Annual Athletic Competitions By Abigail Gassant 
 
It's that time of year again for FLP’s Annual Athletic Competition! The competition took place on Thursday, April 
12th for all P.E. students. The students participated in different activities, depending on their grade level. 
Elementary students participate in the 1/3, 2/3, and 1 mile runs, as well as the flexed arm hang event. Middle 
school students participate in the 1/3 and mile runs, the shutter runs, sit-ups, and the flexed arm hang event. 
High school students participate in 1/3 and mile runs, the sit and reach test, and the flexed arm hang event. 
 
The one-third, two thirds, and mile runs test the students speed and stamina. The shutter run test is a similar 
test, but instead, it tests agility and speed, requiring the participant to run back and forth between two or more 
parallel lines as fast as possible. The sit-up event tests a person’s upper body strength as participants try to do 
as many sit-ups as they can in one minute. The flexed arm hang event tests the participant's upper body 
strength while they hold a pull up position for as long as they can. 
 
The purpose of the competition is to motivate students to have good health and fitness. Winners will receive 
either a gold, silver, or bronze award certificate. First place winners have the honor of getting their name 
engraved on the school's plaque, displayed with other winners in the school's history. 

Pinnacle Awards By Ranaya Binns 
 
Students of FLPS should strive for the Pinnacle Awards because it is the ‘best 
of the best’. If you are already hard working and dedicated, then it shouldn’t 
be too difficult to attain this honorary award. Pinnacle awards are given to 
students in private schools in Broward County. At our school, you have certain 
criteria in order to receive this award. Only three students from each school 
can be recognized. When it is time to select those three students, 
administrators are looking for students who have a positive influence on other 
students, determination, excellence in academics, and citizenship. If you work 
hard enough to win this award, you may be recognized among the top 
students in Broward County. This is why we should congratulate our FLP 
winners for this year; Fredricka Laguerre and Marc Halpern! 

The Toys ‘R’ Us Era is Over  By Aniyah Smith 
 
Toys “R” Us is bankrupt and going through liquidation all over the US. Toys “R” Us was founded in 1948 by 
Charles Lazarus. Lazarus initially had a baby furniture store, but wanted to pursue his career in kids’ toys. Toys 
“R” Us has been in business for over 65 years with many stores inside and outside the US. Steadily, the stores 
have been decreasing because kids don’t want toys anymore. Tablets, laptops, and phones have been our top 
priority for entertainment for a while now, not making any room for old-school toys. 
 
Toys “R” Us has another chain store, called Babies “R” Us, which may be going out of business too. Since 
neither of these stores is making any profits as they did before, they decided to close them down. They are 
closing because they’ve gone bankrupt. The money that once got toys and board games are now buying tablets 
and phones. Toys “R” Us customers may shop online or in other stores. They might shop at Amazon, 
AliExpress, etc. Customers might also go to Walmart or Target to get deals on their toys.  
 
Isaac Larian, a billionaire, has made a GoFundMe page to try and promote the store. He says building a Toys 
“R” Us as a mini Disneyland in every neighborhood would help grow the company back again. 
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FLPS is MSD Strong  
By Trent Furton-Scully 
  
It’s been nearly two months since the tragedy at Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School unfolded, and gun control 
advocates refuse to let up on their protests. Seventeen lives 
were lost that fateful day, on February 14th. Hundreds of 
protest marches conspired on March 24th, dubbed the 
“March for Our Lives.” 
 

Those who participated are demanding tighter gun control laws, and they are starting to make some 
headway. The main rally was set in Washington D.C. (over 800,000 people attended). There were many 
sister rallies as well. The second largest of these rallies took place right here in Parkland, where the 
wretched shooting occurred. 
  
Some of our very own FLPS students attended the march, including Eric Moreno, who flew all the way to 
DC to march with his family. When asked what he thought was the importance of these marches, Eric 
responded, “To stick up for gun control laws.” 
  
Other rallies took place in locations such as Los Angeles, Miami, Las Vegas, San Francisco, New York 
City, Alabama, and even internationally in England! The movement is without a doubt widespread. The 
rallies are funded through GoFundMe, with many celebrities and companies (ie. Gucci, Oprah Winfrey, 
Steven Spielberg, Ellen DeGeneres, Dwayne Wade) contributing to the pile of donations. The rallies 
contained poignant speeches, powerful chants, and witty signs of protest. Yolanda Renee King 
(granddaughter of Dr.Martin Luther King Jr.) spoke to the crowd in Washington D.C., proclaiming, “I have 
a dream that enough is enough. And that should be a gun-free world.” 
  
So, what effect have these marches had on the politics? The Parkland shooting has brought gun control 
directly into the light of the November midterm Congress elections. Recent polls show that around 2/3 of 
voters support tighter gun control laws. Several republicans, like Rick Scott, now agree with the notions 
to raise the minimum wage to purchase firearms and ban bump stocks. 
  
President Trump, however, argues that if we are to arm the school workers, then they could possibly put 
an end to an active shooting. Others argue that having guns on campus could be exponentially riskier. 
The N.R.A. is still the biggest opponent of gun control, as they hold unbelievable influence over the 
debate. The N.R.A. has an excess of donors and have been honing their message since the nineteen-
thirties. If protesters truly want stricter gun laws, they’ll truly have to fight the fight. 
  
One thing is for sure: FLPS is MSD STRONG! 
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Exams By Abigail Gassant 
  
With the school year almost ending and summer creeping closer, FLPS students have already gone 
through 4th marking period exams. Exams are given to students in Upper School (grades 7-12) during 
the last week of a marking period, after a few days of reviews. Lower school students (grade 6 and 
below) only take midterms and finals. 
  
Marking period reviews are held in class. Those exams take place right after that in class. On the day 
of exams, students have to check the student board to confirm which room they take their test in. 
Classes that weren’t scheduled to have an exam followed the regular instructional schedule. All the 
four main subjects, plus computers, have exams. 
  
Marking Period 5 has no exams, due to standardized testing week. The next exams upcoming are 
finals, so students should start preparing! 

Spring Social By Stephie Charleriste 
  
This year's Spring social was held on Friday, May 4th. The dance is for grades 7th through 12th only. 
The cost is $25 per person and $50 per family. Seniors are exempt from the fee. Students may also be 
accompanied by outside guests, if approved by the school. The dress code is formal party attire. The 
dance starts at 7PM and ends at 11PM. Some students say the Spring Social is the most memorable 
event of the year! Who wouldn’t love a night out dancing and eating with their friends? This annual 
event is FLP’s one big dance of the year, which students look forward to the most! 
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Here They Are – Our Rising Stars! 
By Trent Furton - Scully 
 
The Rising Star Awards have been bestowed on a select few FLPS students, but what exactly are 
these awards? The Rising Star Awards are given out to students with the Step Up for Students 
Scholarship. There are many subcategories of these awards, including the High Achieving Student 
Award, the Turnaround Student Award, the Outstanding Student Award, the Exceptional Teacher 
Award, and the Phenomenal Family Member Award. Schools all around Broward County participate, 
with each school nominating one person for each award. 
  
The High Achieving Student Award is given to students whom excel in a specific field. The Turnaround 
Student Award is given to students who made a dramatic positive change over the school year. The 
Outstanding Student Award is for students with good moral understanding and proper behavior. The 
Exceptional Teacher Award goes to, as the name would suggest, exceptional teachers. The 
Phenomenal Family Member Award is given to parents/guardians that continuously support the school. 

  
This year at FLP, Fredricka Laguerre 
was nominated for the High Achieving 
Student Award. Theresa Frais was 
nominated for the Turnaround Student 
Award. Job Celicourt was nominated 
for the Outstanding Student Award. 
Science teacher, Mrs. Dykens, was 
nominated for the Exceptional Teacher 
Award. Keisha Williams (mother of 
Ranaya and Raelyn Binns) was 
nominated for the Phenomenal Family 
Member Award. 
 
The awards ceremony took place on 
February 28th in Cooper City. At the 
event, nominees took photos with the 
Step Up for Students Scholarship 
sponsors like AutoNation and Iberia 
Bank. 

 
When asked what she thought was the significance of these awards, Mrs. Kelly responded: “I think this 
recognition is important to give to these deserving students who are receiving the Step up For 
Students scholarships and thriving in a private school environment.” Mrs. Kelly also stated “she is very 
proud of FLP’s students and teachers being recognized from among over 400 nominees! 
 
Congratulations to those awarded! 
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Students’ End of Year Reflections 
By Marc Halpern 
  
This year has been a blast for students at Fort Lauderdale Prep. I wanted to find out what the students liked 
the most during this year. I went to look for students whom would be interested in answering a survey about 
the school year. The students that I found were Keone Dixon, Noya Metayer, and Janiya Strachan. I 
interviewed each one of them to see what they had liked about this year. 
  
Keone is an 11th grader and he has been here since his eighth grade year. His favorite subject is English 
because of the writing aspect. Keone’s favorite part of the year was clubs for that reason because he did 
creative writing with Ms. Adams. His advice to students at FLP is, “If you need help, you can always ask the 
staff.” Keone’s best memory of FLP was being inducted into the National Honor Society in the 11th grade. 
  
Noya Metayer is a 9th grader and has been here since her 7th grade year. Noya’s favorite subject is Physical 
Education. Her favorite part of the year was competing against other grades in the dance competition. Noya’s 
advice to students is: “Be a better person.” Her favorite memory of FLP was attending the Spring Social in the 
7th grade. 
  
Janiya Strachan is a 7th grader and it is her first year at the school. Janiya’s favorite subject is Physical 
Education. Her favorite part of the year was participating in Field Day. She loves FLP because “the teachers 
will push you to become great.” She also loved participating in the dance competition and is looking forward to 
next year. 

Butterfly World Field Trip 
By Giana Ramos 
  
On March 15th, Mr. Young, Ms. Ilyne, and their 1st and 2nd 
grade students were able to experience a new world of 
majestic creatures at Butterfly World. At around 9 a.m., the 
students loaded up onto a school van and headed to their 
destination. When they arrived, they had a hands-on 
experience with the butterflies; they were permitted to touch 
them and truly capture the essence of these lovely creatures. 

  
Mr. Young recalls his favorite part being the physical aspect of handling the butterflies. With the assistance of 
their helpful tour guide, they learned about their lifespan, diet, and even viewed a video on the beautiful 
insects. While the field trip may seem all fun and games, there is an educational link to this trip in Mr. Young’s 
science class; he reported that they did an in-depth study on butterflies; such as how they are beneficial to the 
environment and the changes that they go through. Ending the trip at around eleven, the kids received gift 
bags containing seeds and other butterfly-related items. The trip was a huge success! 


